
                           

 

                                            

                                                                                                                                       Marks Obtained: 

             I.  Answer the following questions.                                                                                  (2 marks) 

          Q 1. Describe Morpho. 

  

    Q 2. Why do you think Morpho stopped to help Ossie? 

 

 

 

 

    II.    Write the opposites of the given words.                                                                     (2 marks) 

 

                 forward  x _________________                                     free     x  ______________ 

                 winner   x  _________________                                        friend x   ______________ 

 

        III.   Fill in the missing letters.  Use the clues provided in the brackets.                          (2 marks)                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

          a p  ___ ___ ___ ___  e d            (came / became visible)                                                   

          f ___ ___ ___ ___ ___  ___ i c    (extraordinarily good / wonderful)                                      

          e x ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ e d     (made it clear/plain) 

          w ___ ___ ___ e r                       ( someone who won a game )                                                   

        IV.  Frame  interesting sentences using the given phrases.                                               (2 marks) 

 

        made up -  

  

 

         going to - 
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           V.  Match the following.                                                                                                 (2 marks) 

 

1. made up                     (a)  hang or swing freely/loosely 

2. dangle          (b)  people who are taking part in a competition 

3. draw                      (c)  decided what to do 

4. competitors                               (d)  a game that ends with the score even 

1. __________          2. __________          3. __________          4. ___________ 

         VI.  Read the passage carefully and answer the questions.                                               (3 marks) 

Today, the school children went to visit an old age home. An old age home is a place where old 

people live together. These people are the ones who do not have a home of their own and 

nobody to take care of them. They need care and love.The teacher had told the students to make 

some gifts and cards for the elderly people. Students also got many sweets and snacks for them. 

They were looking forward to meet the elderly. They wanted to meet and play with them.Their 

teacher asked them to board the bus and sit quietly. Soon they reached the old age home. All the 

elderly people were really happy to see the kids. They sat and play together for hours. They 

shared gifts and snacks with each other. The elderly people told stories and made the kids laugh. 

And with all the love and happiness spread all over, this trip was a real success. 

 

     1.    What is an old age home? 

         _________________________________________________________________________________ 

         _________________________________________________________________________________ 

   2.  Write any two things that the students got for the elderly people. 

           ________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Write True or False. 

a)    The elderly people need our love and care. _________ 

 

b)    The elderly people were not happy to be with the kids.________ 

                 



               

             VII. Complete each sentence with a collective noun from the box.                           (3.5 marks) 

 

 

            1.  I wrote a story about a man getting robbed by a __________ of thieves. 

2.  My sister saw an __________of ants marching up the wall. 

       3.  Tim  ran excitedly to see the _________________ of puppies. 

   4.   I saw a __________ of kangaroos on my visit to Australia. 

       5.  A __________ of bananas is kept on the table. 

    6.  Tom was chased by a _______________ of bees. 

       7.  My mother got a _______________ of roses on her birthday. 

 

       VIII.  Circle the correct noun. Write C if it is a countable noun and UC if it is an uncountable noun. 

 

                                                                                                                                                  (1.5 marks) 

       1.  Birds lay (flowers, nest, eggs). ____________ 

        2. An (engine, aeroplane, train) travels very fast.____________ 

     3. The (book, rice, oil) is in the sack. ____________ 

      

 

 

       IX.  Tick the correct answer.                                                                                        (2 marks) 

 

      1. There is so (much, many) smoke coming out of the chimney. 

 

       2. It takes (many, a lot of) time to reach the airport. 

       3. My father had been to Dubai (a little, few) times. 

        4. Jane poured (few, some) oil in the pan.    
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